Free cholesterol fiber-optic biosensor for serum samples with simplex optimization.
An optical fiber biosensor for free cholesterol monitoring in serum samples is described. Silicone-entrapped tris(4,7-diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline) ruthenium(II) complex, the luminescence of which is sensitive to oxygen changes, is used as an optical transducer of the oxidation of cholesterol by cholesterol oxidase. The biocatalyst is entrapped in a graphite powder layer deposited onto the dyed silicone film. Optimization of some interdependent chemical variables which affect the performance of the biosensor has been achieved by application of a super-modified simplex method. The dynamic range of the biosensing membranes is found to be 0.15-3.0 mM of free cholesterol. Studies of the reproducibility, stability and interferences of the device, as well as the application of the sensor to measurements in serum samples, are reported. Simplex optimization has proven to be a very useful tool in the search for the optimal conditions for performing analyses with the optical fiber biosensor.